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A One Day National Seminar on “Cyber Security: Contemporary Issues and 

Challenges” was organized by the Department of Computer Science and Engineering and 

Department of Electronics and Communication Engineering on 28th August, 2017.  

In the inaugural function, Sri.R.Appavuraj, Scientist ‘H’ (Outstanding), Director, 

Proof and Experimental Establishment, DRDO, Chandipur, Odisha was the Chief Guest. 

Dr.S.Maragatham, Dean-Faculty of Engineering introduced the chief guest and a citation of 

Honorary Professorship was conferred on him by the University  during the inaugural 

function. Sri R.Appavuraj delivered the keynote address in which he touched upon the 

significance of cyber security and the various problems encountered in the world because of 

this growing menace.  

 

The proceedings of the seminar with the ISBN no. 978-93-84234-87-4 was released 

during the Inaugural function. 

 

 283 participants who includes the faculty, students, and research scholars from 

various institutions attended the seminar  

 

Technical session – I:  Cyber Security Issues in Defence system 

The sub theme of this session was Cyber Security Issues in Defence system. This session 

was chaired by Sri R.Appavuraj, Scientist ‘H’ (Outstanding), Director, Proof and 

Experimental Establishment, DRDO, Chandipur, Odisha. In this session, he focussed on 

the basics of cyber security, types of cyber security techniques, and gave an insight into the 

methods employed in defence systems for enhancing cyber security.  



Technical session – II: What path might lead to better security? 

The sub theme of this session was “What path might lead to better security?” This session 

was handled by Dr.M.Sethumadhavan, Professor, Head - Cyber Security, TIFAC CORE 

in Cyber Security, Amrita Vishwa Vidhyapeetham, Coimbatore. This session provided 

an insight into cryptographic techniques employed in cyber security and its revolution in 

criminal activities. He emphasized on how to prevent crime in Internet of Things. 

Technical session- III: Security in Social Networks 

The sub theme of this session was Security in Social Networks. This session was handled by 

Dr.A.Soundarrajan, Professor, Department of EEE, PSG College of Technology 

Peelamedu, and Coimbatore. This session provided an insight into the security problems 

encountered while using social networks and the techniques involved in safeguarding 

personal information. The resource person also discussed about the social networking crimes 

in India and statistics of social network users.  

Technical Session -IV: Research Challenges and Current Issues in Cyber Security - 

Paper presentation and Panel Discussion 

The technical session - IV included a panel discussion on Research Challenges and 

Current Issues in Cyber Security. In panel discussion, the importance of Artificial 

Intelligence in cyber security was discussed. The implementation of new policies by the 

government in order to ensure user security was also discussed. The discussion also paved a 

way to research scholars and students in carrying out research in this growing cyber world. 

 

Participants presented papers and discussed the recent developments in this field of research. 
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